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Appendix 1: Summary of Assistance Available
Assistance
Mandatory
Disabled Facilities
Grant
Disabled Facilities
Top Up Grant
Contribution
Assistance Loan
Dual Residency
Grant
Feasibility Grant

Funding Max
Up to £30,000

Financial Eligibility
Means Tested

Objective
To assist disabled people to remain independent in their own home

Up to £20,000

Means Tested

Up to £10.000

Means Tested

Up to £30,000

Means Tested

Up to £2,000

Means Tested

Small Adaptations
Grant

Up to £8,500

Technology
Enabled Care
Grant

Up to £5,000

Living Well Grant

Up to £10,000

Means tested between
the ages of 18-64
unless parent/carer of
a disabled child.
Means tested between
the ages of 18-64
unless parent of a
disabled child.
Means Tested

To speed up application processing where the DFG doesn’t cover
the whole of the works
To ensure that recommended DFG works can be carried out where
the applicant is unable to afford their assessed contribution
To support parents/ carers of Adults and Children with shared care
arrangements
To assist with identifying the best solution to meet of the needs of
the DFG
To provide a speedier process where there is a risk to health and
safety due to the need for aids and adaptations within the home.

Home not Hospital
Assistance

Up to £5,000

Relocation Grant

Up to £5,000

Handy Person

Up to 4 visits
per year

Affordable Warmth
Grant

Up to £8,000

Non-Means Tested
Strict criteria for
referral process.
Means Tested
Means Tested
between the ages of
18-64 unless parent of
a disabled child.
Means Tested

To facilitate disabled people to remain living at home where a
bespoke package is needed over and above existing assistive
technology provision
To support households with a neurological disorder or/ and frailty to
remain independent in their own home.
To enable hospital discharge and prevent hospital admission.

To assist disabled people to move more quickly where their current
home is unsuitable or too costly for work to be carried out
To provide a speedy process for minor works to support
independence in the home

To reduce fuel poverty and prevent further impact on long term
health conditions enabling households to remain in their home
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Assistance
Healthy Homes
Assistance

Funding Max
Up to 10,000

Hoarders
Assistance

Up to £5,000

Mobile Homes and
Residential House
Boats

Up to £10,000

Safe Homes Grant

Up to £5,000

Stairlift
Maintenance
Grant

Up to £2,500

Financial Eligibility
Means Tested
between the ages of
18-64 unless parent of
a disabled child.
Free in first instance
where referral made
by Wolverhampton
Hoarding Panel.
Any future clearance
may be subject to recharge.

Objective
To offer financial support to a vulnerable household where the
property is considered to pose a serious risk to the healthy and
safety of occupants.

Means Tested
between the ages of
18-64 unless parent of
a disabled child
Non means tested.
Strict criteria for
referral process.

To provide necessary repairs and reduce fuel poverty to enable
households to remain in their home.

Means tested between
the ages of 18-64
unless parent/carer of
a disabled child.

For the repair of any installed stairlift (either through the Small
Adaptation Grant or the Disabled Facilities Grant) following the
expiry of the warranty period.

To provide added support where there is a multi-agency response to
a household needs.

To help victims of crime to feel safe and be able to remain in their
home by carrying out any recommended improvements to the
security in their home.
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